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DEDICATION· 

. At 10:30 a.m., 

1963, Mr. Erik J 

Ylalter F. Joyce,

Or. Christopher 

ohlef sCientlst, 

Geodetic Survey,

Berkner, GRCSW 

before the compl

of the Dallas 

and spoke words 

of six structur 


) new facility. 

Mr. Jonsson, i 

remarks, pointed 

bf the observato 

and introduced 


. "1 would like 

point that whil 

has had some 

building larger

less accessible 
 {world -- that c 

completely non 

presented us wi 

intriguing prob 


~"Obviously, yo 

as possible.

be used every n 

the wood toget

nails .•. which 

to drive. And, 

never had occas 

l;>ut ordinary s 

floors has too 

:f'o.r·. a •..•. n-magne.... no

) ..	.iSo go out of t 
sand! (Continu 
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It You also don't see much ordinary 
paint around, because it also has 
magnetic properties that would upset 
the delicate measurements going on 
here. Not only were we unable to use 
conventional electri wiring and 
switches, but even ordinary light 
bu wouldn't do cause of their 
metallic components with magnetic 
properties. 

"And the door latches, the screens 
and window frames, the air-condition

ducts, and the air-conditioner 
self -- all are cial. Because 

temperature changes can also ups 
cate instrumentation, and the 

ellite buildings are neither 
nor cooled, r insulation is 

thick enough so that inside tempera
ture does not vary more than two de
)rees over a 24-hour period. 

st goes on, but the point is 
all six of buildings and 


r non-movable ents were con
ructed as we as man knows how to 


build in order to perform their 
sion of housing extremely sens 
geomagnetic measurements and exp 
mentation. If beyond being non-mag
netic and functionally useful they 
have turned out to be an attract 

for new scient c 
campus, Texas ruments will be ex
tremely sati 

IISo now it us great pleasure 
to formally signify the compl ion of 
construction and the beginning of 
operation by handing over the title 
to these les from Texas Instru 

s to Graduate Research Cen
ter of the Southwest as ented 
by its presi ,Dr. If 

He then handed the blue-bound title 
I J the GRCSW president. 

Dr. Berkner, in accepting t le to 
the observatory also spoke 
eouslyand recalled the chill December 
day last year, when ground was broken 
for the observatory buildings, and 
commented on the Ifrain-out lt of last 

22. 

Stressing the importance such a 
monitoring facility to the region and 
to the nation, he continued by ex
pressing his gratitude and that of the 
SRC faculty and staff to Texas Instru
ments and the Coast and Geodetic Sur
vey for making the observatory possible. 

some isfaction, Dr. Berkner 
called icular attention to the 
fact that this observatory is the 
first concrete, visual evidence of 
the real progress that is bringing 
the Graduate Research Center of the 
Southwest into reality. 

!lAnd even as these buildings are 
cated, sounds bulldozers 

can be just over 
work goes forward on t major 
building our new campus," he said. 

ItThese buildings here are finished -
now we have something to show for our ,f 
efforts," Dr. Berkner d. 

cation, he concluded: It We 
dedicate this Dallas lc Obser
vato to the purposes science, 
education, government, and industry, 
and to the welfare and progress of 
peop everywhere. II 

Closing the ceremonies of dedicat 
was . Barthel, who s d: 

seven months ago we 
ground for Dallas Magnetic 

Obs ory. At that time Admiral 
Karo, Director of the Coast and Geo
detic Survey, and my boss, stressed 

(Continued on page 3). 
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that the proposed observatory would 
be more than another routine data
gathering facility of an old-line 
Federal agency. Rather it represent
ed a new pattern of education-indus
try-government relationship, and it 
was dedicated to the extension of 
basic scientific knowledge of the ear
the upon which we live. 

"Admiral Karo was and is proud to 
see his organization linked with 
Texas Instruments, a modern, growing 
industry operating at the frontiers 
of science and technology and having 
phenomenal success in integrating 
scientific knowledge into industrial 
processes for the benefit of science 
and technology; for the genefit of 
the Dallas area and the Southwest, in·eed of the entire nation; and, notleast, for the genefit of its stock
holders. Admiral was and 
equally proud to see his organization 
linked with the Graduate Research 
Center of the Southwest which in a 
loud, clear voice is streSSing the 
importance of advanced science to the 
future of the Southwest and of our 
very society. 

IIAdmiral Karo is on international 
business in faraway Africa. If he 
were a bit closer, he would be with 
you at this second dedication cere
mony. I am proud to represent him and 
for him to pay tribute to the generos
ity of Texas Instruments in turning 
the title of the Dallas Magn ic Obser 
vatory complex over to the GRCSW. We 
hope and expect this generosity to 
rewarded by a flow from the observator 
of basic scientific data which will 
contribute to continued progress for 
Texas Instruments in particu and 
economic growth in general. Further, 
~ know that the title is in most 

dapable hands in the GRCSW. 

"Already one of Admiral Karols remarks 

of last December has become reality. 
DMO has become a pattern for a 

new type of education-industry
government relationship. A new mag
netic observatory is being establish
ed in Boulder, Colorado, patterned in 
the cooperative spirit of the Dallas 
Observatory, and still another is 
being seriously considered for the 
Bay area in California ... 

n, •• Ladies and gentlemen, we of 
the Coast and Geodetic Survey can 
feel in the Dallas environment an 
excitement, a determination to create 
new mechanisms to meet the challenges 
facing our society. Indeed, the work 
of Texas Instruments at the frontiers 
of knowledge and of the Graduate 
Research Center of the Southwest in 
creating a new type of scientific 
establishment are pioneering intel

ctual pursuits of the same order 
the physical efforts of our 

fathers of a century or more ago 
as they moved toward the PaCific. 
We are proud to be part of the team 
that will use these fine facilities 
in todayls trek toward new frontiers. 
We join with the Graduate Research ,
Center in expressing our gratitude 

Jto Texas Instruments for making 
these buildings possible. 1I 
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DR. JOHNSON TO LECTURE 

Dr. Francis S, Johnson, head, 
Atmospheric and Space Sciences 
division of SCAS, will address 
the earch Colloquium on July 25. 
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QUOTE 

"Intellect is invisible to 
the man who has none. II Schopenhauer. 
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